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Studio 11) 1. Field of the Invention The present invention

relates to a switching power supply, and more particularly, to
a switching power supply that stabilizes an output voltage by
detecting an output current value and a voltage. 2. Discussion
of the Related Art In general, when a standby or a working
mode in a personal computer is changed, a standby supply

voltage or a working supply voltage is commonly maintained
constant. However, a supply voltage to a circuit system in the

personal computer varies in relation to an output current
value thereof. Thus, a switching power supply is used to

supply a stable supply voltage. A related art switching power
supply includes a transformer, a primary circuit to control a

voltage and a current of a primary winding of the
transformer, and a control circuit to control a switching

circuit formed of a switching device. An input voltage is first
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applied to a primary winding of the transformer and
converted to a secondary winding voltage of the transformer.

The voltage of the secondary winding is rectified by a
rectifying circuit and converted to a direct current. The

voltage of the direct current is stabilized by a regulator circuit
and then outputted to a load. A switching frequency of the

switching device is maintained constant by a feedback
circuit. However, the switching power supply having the

above-described configuration generates an unwanted high
frequency noise due to switching of the switching device, and

hence it is difficult to provide a stable supply voltage. IN
THE UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS FOR THE

FIFTH CIRCUIT
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make sure that your PC is upgraded with the latest and
most wanted applications, protection and support.

Microsoft Toolkit is loaded with more than 5 different
software. Microsoft Toolkit is the latest and the most

trusted operating system package which has been
downloaded more than 7 million times worldwide.

Microsoft Toolkit is available in the market through a
variety of methods or you can buy it directly from
Microsoft. But, the main thing of downloading this
software is its safe and very easy to use. Features of

Microsoft Toolkit: 1. Additional drivers support 2. System
repair 3. Network services support 4. Live service and

support from Microsoft 5. Product activation through the
product activation tools 6. System Security application

through Anti virus. 7. Free antivirus software packages 8.
Enhanced user interface 9. Multi Language Support 10.
Credential Manager 11. Audio driver support Microsoft

Toolkit is in the very high demand and appreciated among
every individual. Microsoft Toolkit is an intelligent

package with the ability of providing all kind of solutions
to the customers to fulfill their demand. Microsoft Toolkit
includes a very rich feature which is suitable for every user

whether it is the novice or experienced user. Download
Microsoft Toolkit. Home » Software » Microsoft Toolkit.
Features of Microsoft Toolkit : Microsoft Toolkit includes
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a very rich feature which is suitable for every user whether
it is the novice or experienced user. Microsoft Toolkit

includes a very rich feature which is suitable for every user
whether it is the novice or experienced user. Microsoft

Toolkit is an intelligent package with the ability of
providing all kind of solutions to the customers to fulfill

their demand. Socialize Comprehensive Features The
software is so amazing. It is very easy to use. The main
features of the toolkit are a very rich feature which is

suitable for every user whether it is the novice or
experienced user. It includes a very rich feature which is

suitable for every user whether it is the novice or
experienced user. Support Live Service and support from
Microsoft System Security application through Anti virus.

Microsoft Toolkit is in the very high demand and
appreciated among every individual. Microsoft Toolkit is

an intelligent package with the ability of providing all kind
of solutions to the customers to fulfill their demand. the

software is so amazing. edd6d56e20
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